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Air Force personnel operating in the maritime domain will likely do so in conjunction with
maritime forces. Understanding Navy and Marine Corps terminology will contribute
greatly to clear communication while minimizing confusion during operations. The
following discusses Navy/Marine Corps terms used for comparable Air Force functions,
missions, or capabilities. For more information regarding Naval or Marine Doctrine, see,
Naval Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (NTTP) 3-03.4 (Rev A), Naval Strike and
Air Warfare and Marine Corps Doctrine Publication (MCDP) 1-0, Marine Corps
Operations.
Air Warfare vs. Counterair
Air warfare is a term used by Navy forces to indicate the action required to destroy or
reduce to an acceptable level the enemy air and missile threat. The Marine Corps term,
anti-air warfare, uses the same definition. It includes use of fighters, bombers, ship
antiaircraft guns, ship surface-to-air missiles, air-to-air missiles, cruise missiles
launched from ships or submarines, as well as electronic attack to destroy, disrupt,
delay, or deceive the air or missile threat before or after it is launched. It also includes
measures taken to minimize the effects of hostile air action using cover, concealment,
dispersion, deception (including electronic), and mobility.
Naval and Marine aviators label and define operations such as offensive counterair
(OCA), defensive counterair (DCA), and suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD) in
line with Air Force and joint terminology. What is different is the Navy and Marine
Corps, outside of the aviation community, identify all or partial employment in this
operational function as either “air defense” or “anti-air warfare.” Thus, doctrinally the
terms “air defense/anti-air warfare” and elements of “counterair” are similar. Air Force
doctrine and joint doctrine identify this function solely as counterair.
Air Defense/Anti-Air Warfare vs. Defensive Counterair
Air Defense (AD) is not only a mission performed by the carrier strike group (CSG) but a
command and control authority (air defense commander) within the CSG and is usually
located on an AEGIS-equipped surface combatant. The Navy definition of air defense
is nearly synonymous with DCA.
Further confusion for Air Force forces could come from the Marine Corps definition of
anti-air warfare (AAW) used to indicate those actions required to destroy or reduce to an
acceptable level the enemy air and missile threat. This definition is more in line with Air
Force function of counterair (and the Navy operational function of air warfare). The

Marine Corps breaks down AAW to offensive AAW (OAAW) and air defense (AD),
which parallels the OCA and DCA elements of counterair respectively.
Strike Warfare vs. Counterland and Strategic Attack
Strike warfare is another potentially confusing and encompassing term Navy/Marine
Corps forces use to describe what the Air Force typically refers to as counterland or
strategic attack. It involves Navy and Marine Corps assets (aircraft, cruise missiles,
naval surface fire support, and special forces) to destroy, disrupt, delay, or neutralize
enemy targets ashore. Strike warfare includes attacks against targets such as
manufacturing facilities and operating bases from which an enemy is capable of
conducting or supporting air, surface, or undersea operations against friendly forces.
Strike warfare also includes close air support (CAS). Therefore the doctrinal term
“strike warfare,” depending on its intended effect, is similar to either counterland or
strategic attack.
Air Operations in Maritime Surface Warfare (AOMSW)
Air Operations in Maritime Surface Warfare (AOMSW) encompasses the following
missions that break down the concept formerly known as Maritime Air Support (MAS).
 War-at-sea (WAS) strike is the execution of deliberate attacks which are
offensive in nature against symmetric enemy surface combatants and materiel.
 Armed reconnaissance (AR) is a mission with the primary purpose of locating
and attacking targets of opportunity (i.e., enemy materiel, personnel, and
facilities) in assigned general areas or along assigned lines of communication,
and not for the purpose of attacking specific briefed targets.
 Air interdiction (AI) is defined as air operations conducted to divert, disrupt, or
delay the enemy’s surface capabilities before it can be brought to bear effectively
against friendly forces. AI is generally conducted at such distances from friendly
forces that detailed integration of each AI mission with the fire and movement of
friendly forces is normally not required.
 The purpose of strike coordination and reconnaissance (SCAR)is detecting
targets and coordinating or performing attack or reconnaissance of those targets.
 Counter- fast attack craft (FAC)/fast inshore attack craft (FIAC) is conducted in
direct defense of maritime assets and requires increased integration between airand surface-delivered fires and the movement of maritime forces.
C2 of the above missions will usually be exercised by the Surface Warfare Commander
(SuWC) through a maritime air controller (MAC). Additionally, any available and
suitably loaded aircraft may conduct AOMSW missions in order to provide a rapid
response. The MAC is responsible for the coordination, tactical employment, and safety
of on-scene reconnaissance and/or strike platforms. The MAC provides search and/or
targeting data to achieve mission objectives against a dynamic target. Detailed
integration gains importance if air and surface fires are coordinated closer to the
defended unit.

WAS can be preplanned or immediate, depending on the response time and urgency
required. Preplanned requests are made early enough to be included on the air tasking
order (ATO). Immediate requests arise from situations that necessitate an urgent
requirement for air support or to exploit a time-sensitive opportunity. Primary
consideration is rapid response to counter immediate threats and attack targets of
opportunity. For more on AOMSW, see Air Land Sea Application (ALSA) Multi-Service
Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for Air Operations in Maritime Surface Warfare
(AOMSW), AFTTP 3-2.74, NTTP 3-20.8, and MCRP 3-25J, dated 15 Jan 2014.

Battlespace Dominance vs. Battlespace Control
Naval forces describe battlespace dominance as a critical operational capability they
can provide. Navy and Marine Corps operations encompass air, surface, undersea,
land, space, and time. Dominance of these dimensions continues to be an important
factor in the survival and combat effectiveness of their forces. Command and control
integrates ships, submarines, aircraft and ground forces, to effectively extend their full
range of capabilities throughout the battlespace. (Naval Doctrine Publication 1 [NDP1])

